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Getting to know you
Alex Morrison
Q.  How did you get into archaeology, and specifically 
Rapa Nui archaeology? What triggered your interest?
A.  I originally became interested in archaeology at 
a very young age.  My mother and father lived in 
Mexico City in the early 1970s and I remember them 
speaking about archaeological excavations that were 
going on around Teotihuacan while they were living 
there.  They also took me to the magnificent Maya 
site, Chichen Itza when I was around 12 years old, 
which made a big impression on me.
 My interest in Polynesian archaeology and Rapa 
Nui more specifically came from a course I took 
as an undergraduate student at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara.  I believe the course 
was called Seafaring in Prehistory.  It was taught 
by Brian Fagan.  Sparked by this initial interest, I 
attended the University of Hawai‘i’s Rapa Nui Field 
School directed by Terry Hunt in 2001.  After this 
first visit to the island I was hooked.
Q.  Who or what do you consider as your most 
significant influence (scientific or otherwise) either 
as a person or a particular work (or series of works)?
A.  In terms of integrity, hard work, and sincerity, my 
biggest influence has been my father. My mother has 
always been overwhelmingly compassionate and I 
generally strive to be more like her. My brother is 
probably the funniest person I know.
 Regarding science, I am still impressed with Charles 
Darwin and his theory of evolution.
 Q.  What theory or project of yours turned out 
differently from what you had expected as, for 
example, a complete surprise?
A.  I recently worked on a project on the island of 
Maui, Hawaiian Islands in which we recorded about 
1,300 archaeological features in an area thought to 
have been devoid of archaeology.  I’m consistently 
surprised at the incredible amount of modification 
of the landscape that took place in both Rapa Nui 
and Hawai‘i. 
Q.  What would you have done if you had not pursued 
your current line(s) of research and interests?
A.  If I would have been more talented I would have 
pursued a career as a jazz musician.  A close 
second would have been to work for NASA doing 
something in the field of remote sensing.
Q.  What was your best Eureka moment?
A.  I recently discovered that the total station Compact 
Flash Card was not damaged after all and two days of 
data were safe. I was pretty happy about that. I also 
learned that students learn better when presented 
with multiple types of teaching media rather than 
listening solely to my pedantic monologues.
Q.  What do you hope to accomplish (in archaeology) 
on Rapa Nui in the future?
A. I think the prospects of using low elevation 
remote sensing platforms such as UAVs and 
quadcopters has great potential for acquiring a 
lot of information about the island’s archaeology 
and natural environment with very little impact.  I 
am a big believer in non-invasive archaeological 
techniques and a conservation ethic.  It would be 
very exciting to integrate LiDAR and hyperspectral 
data into three-dimensional models much like 
the ground breaking work being done by Greg 
Asner and his colleagues at the Carnegie Airborne 
Observatory. 
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statues have these additions. It may be a case of trying 
to extract the mana from them, or to release, and thus 
destroy, the mana inherent to them” (Lee 1992:124). 
In the face of such selectivity – and if vulva motifs 
were seen as a way to “nullify” the magical powers of 
the carving – it is tempting to interpret the birdman 
designs superimposed with a komari as acts of “history 
correction”. However, this phenomenon may have a 
different explanation, which will be presented in the last 
section of this paper.
As for the manupiri stone in the Peabody Museum, 
it seems reasonable to assume that the komari incised on 
both bas-relief birdmen (Figure 1) postdate them, even 
though we have no information about the exact time of 
their incision – were they made when the rock was still in 
its place, or just before extracting it (for example, as an 
effort to drain away the mana and therefore to “pacify” 
the spirits embedded in the carving)? Also, as the rock 
was selected for shipping off the island, might some 
Rapanui have made quick incisions of komari to ensure 
that the “outsiders” would not carry away an object 
embedded with mana? This hypothesis may explain the 
abundance of komari incisions on other stones collected 
from Rapa Nui (see Esen-Baur & Forment 1990:283, 
284, 293). In the case of wooden figures, a similar effect 
might have been achieved by extracting one of their eye 
inlays (Haskell pers. comm. 2011).
The birdman carved on the right of the manupiri 
stone has another curious detail. Esen-Baur and Forment 
(1990:281) note that there could be another vulva form 
carved above the komari incised over its neck. While 
no detailed explanation is supplied, one may wonder 
if the carvers had the shape created by the base of 
the curved neck and beak, or the beak itself in mind? 
Indeed, compared to the classical hooked beak of the 
left birdman, the beak of the right tangata manu has 
oval-shaped tips (Figure 1), which are reminiscent of 
the labia of a komari motif (Figure 2d). It is difficult 
to expand on a logical explanation of such a strange-
looking combination, but birdmen with vulva-shaped 
beaks are known from rock art (Figure 2h) and 
woodcarvings (Figure 2i) from Rapa Nui. Both bas-relief 
komari carvings on the manupiri stone have traces of red 
pigment around (Figure 2a) or inside (Figure 2b) them. 
A detailed analysis of the entire rock confirms that 
it was originally painted. To emphasize the presence of 
the red-earth pigment, the saturation of red was increased 
in the photographs in Figure 3. As one can see, there 
are several areas with considerable traces of pigment 
(Figure 3a), as sketched in Figure 3b. Red pigment can 
be seen in the pores of the rock at the lower body of the 
left birdman (Figure 3c). The spaces between the figures 
of tangata manu and the exterior of the right bas-relief 
komari show traces of white pigment (Figure 3d). 
This painting scheme is consistent with that observed 
on other artifacts from ‘Orongo (see, e.g., Horley & 
Lee 2008:114-115, 2009:106), that usually favor red 
figures on a white background for the improvement of 
image contrast/visual appeal. Red pigment (kiea) was 
usually made from weathered tuff; white pigment was 
produced from marikuru tuff (Lee 1992:186). The color 
red has a special meaning throughout Polynesia, being 
associated with chiefly power, mana and life. Red-white 
contrast is also prominent: “The imagery of colour … 
contrasts red as the signal of tapu and power – rank, 
sacred lore, gods and blood – with white, the colour 
of cleanliness, powerlessness, freedom from tapu, 
and shame” (Salmond 1978:12). Therefore, the white 
background, in addition to providing purely aesthetical 
considerations, might have emphasized the sacredness 
of the red-colored designs.
The red-on-white painting scheme can be clearly 
illustrated with artifacts from ‘Orongo – these are the 
colors of the manupiri motif painted on a stone slab that 
once adorned the interior of a stone house (Figure 3e). In 
the case of bas-relief carving, the protected background 
areas may retain traces of white pigment (Figure 3f). 
Some komari motifs were also known to be painted 
red (Figure 3g). Therefore, the study of the original 
artifact and the results of previous research on Rapa Nui 
paintings allow us to suggest that the manupiri boulder 
in the Peabody Museum collection was probably painted 
during its ceremonial life; the bas-relief birdmen and 
komari figures were covered with red pigment, and 
the background of the carving was chalk-white. Our 
tentative reconstruction showing the painted manupiri 
stone is presented in Figure 4. 
One of the great examples of painted rock art of Rapa 
Nui is the famous moai Hoa Hakananai‘a, which was also 
collected from the ceremonial village of the birdmen: 
“the carvings [on the back of the statue] … were 
painted red and white. Red and white paint was 
reported in several Orongo buildings and in Taura 
renga, which housed Hoa Hakananai‘a … It was not 
applied, so far as is known, to Orongo petroglyphs, but 
is found on rock art in Rano Raraku and elsewhere” 
(Van Tilburg 2004:50). 
With the evidence coming from pigment traces on 
Mata Ngarau rocks (Figure 3f) and the manupiri stone 
(Figure 3a), we can state with considerable certainty 
that ‘Orongo petroglyphs were also painted. One may 
hypothesize that deposition of the pigment – perhaps, 
effected during the annual birdman competition – might 
have had enormous cultural and ritual significance 
(Horley & Lee 2008:115-116).
To determine the way in which the stone 
#05-2-70/64852 was mounted in its location, it was 
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Easter Island’s birdman stones in the collection of the Peabody Museum
Figure 3. Traces of paint on 
the manupiri stone, Peabody 
Museum number 05-2-70/64852 
(Copyright 2011 President and 
Fellows of Harvard College); the 
photographs are over-saturated 
in red to emphasize the paint: 
a) general image and b) sketch 
showing the locations of paint 
traces, c) lower body of the 
left birdman showing red clay 
pigment in pores of the stone, d) 
upper right komari with remains 
of red pigment in the central 
groove and on its top edge; white 
pigment can be seen around 
the right side of the komari. 
Use of pigments at ‘Orongo: 
e) manupiri painting on a rock 
plate that once adorned a house 
interior (photo by M. Oliver and 
W. Hyder, 1982), f) bas-relief 
birdmen (in situ in a house of 
Mata Ngarau) featuring white 
background painting (photo by 
W. Hyder, 1982), and g) incised 
komari on the ceiling plates of 
‘Orongo house with remains 
of red pigment (photo by C. 
Cristino).
Figure 4. Tentative photographic reconstruction by Horley of the manupiri stone, Peabody 
Museum number 05-2-70/64852 (Copyright 2011 President and Fellows of Harvard College), 
walled-in and painted. The background image of the ‘Orongo house’s interior was taken 
during the Petroglyph Documentation Project (photo by G. Lee).
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Q.  What is your favorite Rapa Nui site and why?
A.  While it is almost impossible for me to choose one 
site on Rapa Nui as my favorite, I am partial to the 
area from Ahu Te Peu to ‘Anakena because of its 
remoteness and ruggedness. 
Q.  What myth or misinformation about Rapa Nui would 
you like to dispel?
A.  I think there has been a lot of misinformation 
about the island that is only recently starting to be 
discussed through serious academic inquiry.  Most 
of the new evidence that has been presented over 
the last five years or so questions the timing and 
causes of the “collapse” of pre-contact Rapa Nui 
society by focusing more on the effect of European 
contact rather than some internally caused societal 
breakdown.  This new suite of research more 
accurately fits the archaeological data and supports 
what we know to be true about the impact of 
European encounters in other regions of the world. 
Q.  What’s the most important thing you’d like visitors (or 
scientists, for that matter) to know about Rapa Nui?
A.  The archaeology of Rapa Nui is only one of many 
aspects that make it a remarkable place.  The Rapa 
Nui people who carry on this living culture are 
among the most genuine, sincere, and talented 
people I have ever met.  I think Rapa Nui music is 
also fantastic.
Q.  What advice would you give to a person interested 
in Rapa Nui archaeology or anthropology (or those 
fields generally)?
A.  While I am hardly in a position to give anyone 
advice, I will say that there is no substitution for 
spending a lot of time doing fieldwork. Every chance 
you have to learn from somebody who has more 
experience and encompasses more knowledge than 
you, whether it be someone who has lived on the 
island their whole life, or an archaeologist who has 
worked in the Pacific region for four decades, is a 
time to be humble and listen up. 
Q.  If you could, what would you change about the fields 
of archaeology and anthropology?
A.  I don’t know if this is specific to archaeology and 
anthropology or a more general problem with 
academia but there seems to be an unhealthy amount 
of disagreements over academic issues that carry 
over into personal affairs.   A geologist friend of 
mine recently told me that in order to be a good 
scientist you have to let go of your ego, accept 
criticism when it is valid, and be genuinely interested 
in arriving at the correct conclusions. 
Q.  What are you currently reading?
A.  I am reading three books right now.  1) The Quiet 
American by Graham Greene, 2) The China Study 
by Colin Campbell and Thomas Campbell, and 3) 
Prehistoric Rapa Nui: landscape and settlement 
archaeology at Hanga Ho‘onu by Christopher 
Stevenson and Sonia Haoa Cardinali.
Q.  Credentials?
A.  B.A. 2001, UCSB – Anthropology, Graduated with 
Distinction
 M.A. 2005, University of Hawai‘i, Manoa – 
Anthropology
 Ph.D. Expected June 2012, University of Hawai‘i, 
Manoa – Anthropology
Q.  Date and place of birth?
A.  November 29th, 1976, Los Angeles, CA, USA.
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